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366 inspiring prayers for each day of the year, including leap day. Hundreds of uplifting quotes from

the Bible in an easy-to-understand translation. Hundreds of compiled quotes by famous people that

express nuggets of truth. Delightful tulip charm featured on cover.
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I was waiting for my prescriptions to be filled in a big chain pharmacy store and right nearby there

was a free standing revolving rack of inspirational books. This book caught my eye not only for its

title (i.e., "My Personal Daily Prayer Book"), but because where the flower portion of the tulip is, the

book's thick cover is actually a cut away square. Within that square, on an inside page, the 3-D

raised gold colored tulip's flower is visible. When this book is closed, its pages' outer (visible) edges

appear to look like a gold leafing application. This book would be great for proudly displaying it on

top of an easily accessible tabletop for others to look at. It is a "shame" that in this item's Online ad

photos which are shrunken digital images that you cannot see just how beautiful this book is. Like

so many of this book's reviewers have already written, each page represents a day of the year (and

there is even one extra for leap year!) and has biblical passages that are presented in a very

inspirational way; however, I won't attempt, herein, to indicate just how inspirational they "ALL" are

as I only read one page thus far which was today's date--April 28, 2014. I would recommend

reading one page at a time during a 24 hour period and reflecting on the positive feelings this book

will give you throughout your day. This book comes with its own attached thin fabric-type



bookmarker and the book's pages are of a heavier weight--real quality! I purchased my copy from

.com as I was certain that so many other people like myself had thumbed through the store's copy

and the shipping costs were very reasonable. Again...don't be surprised at how unique in

appearance this book looks!

This is a wonderful daily prayer book. Every day there is a new Bible verse, a brief prayer that takes

us deeper into the verse and helps us to focus and then an uplifting quote at the end. Across from

the daily page is a place to write your observations and thoughts on your daily prayer life. Lots to

think about and speaks to many different matters.If you use daily devotionals, this is a must have.

I ordered these for a friend so am passing on her comments: she was delighted when she got them.

They came very quickly (thank you  Prime) and while they are second hand she is very happy with

the quality and the price. I believe she intends to give them gifts but being on a limited income she

can't afford to buy new.

I got this for my niece for her first communion. I wish I had gotten one to keep myself. It has a

beautiful gold edge on the pages and the paper on the easier has a simple subtle flower design.

Although my niece is 8, I wanted to get her a prayer book she could continue to grow into and not

just a child's prayer book. The prayers and reflections are short and simple for her to understand yet

as she gets older she will still be able to get good use out of it. Very pleased!

This is my favorite daily prayer book so I got one for my sister. It has prayers that go along with

scriptures, it is so inspiring, especially the one near Christmas time. I finished it last year and am

using it again this year, can't get enough!

A friend had an older copy, but by the same authors and I have read the pages many times when I

have been with her and the words always moved me. So I had to have the book. It is a different

devotional prayer book, for some reason it hits right were I am each day and gives me a quick

prayer and a quick thought for the day. I love it so much I have ordered another one for a friend that

is going through a bad time. I know she will love it like I do.

This book gives daily prayers for you life. I love the new prayers given each day. I try to find a place

in my daily life where that prayer "fits", or can give me direction in how to handle a situation that the



prayer pertains to. I read this book daily.

Lovely book brings comfort in words when you don't want to hear what pople have to say pick up

the book and read it .it really does bring comfort best prayer diary book I have ever had well done to

the auther thanks for a great book it has brought great comfort
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